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Good afternoon Edmund,
As we discussed earlier in the week, we need to be dear of all the facts before formally responding to NIAO on this case. Can

therefore

please ask you to confirm:
when (.~une?) and how (telephone call / letter / Etc) the initial complaint was received by Ofgem in relation to recipient

(i)

Personal information redacted by the RHI
Inquiry

why the Department was not advised of the allegations given that paragraph 3.2 b) of ourAdminstrativeAgreement

(ii)

states that Of£em wi!l: b) inform DiE o/any cornp/ainL request j~br a /brma/ review~ dispute~ proposed court proceedings or actual
court proceedings that is received by GEMA in connection with the carrying out by it of the Conferred Functions or the Anc///ary
Activities ?
If Ofgem has evidence that show the meter readings as bang out of proportion to the very limited eligible use the

(iii}

participant concedes’? Our legal advice is that the participant is not entitledto RHI payments outside the periods during which
there is no non-domestic use (i.e. the periods during which there is only a domestic use}. Our advice is based on:
Z.

There is no de minimis requirements in the scheme, in other words the fact that a business may be seasonal and only

operate for a particular period of the year would not necessarily exclude it from the scheme.
2.

Notwithstanding $ above, because a business is eligib e for a particular period does not mean that during times outside

this period the insta lation can be used to service a domestic dwelling (ineligible purpose).
3.

Pare 6.20 of the RHI Guidance seems to confirm this, it says: An/nsta//at/on can be digibte~or the N/RH////t supplies

heat to one or more/ne/igib/e purposes in addition to at/east on~*. efigib/e purpose. Howeve
data submitted to 0

and heat out~

em or NIRH/ a ment ur oses must not include an heat that has been used or

Our legal advice on Poin~t (iii} above may also be relevant to other scheme participants and the Category 2.3 & 4 cases flagged through the
PWC work.
Happy to discuss.
Thanks

Stuart Wightman
Energy Efficiency
Department for the Economy
Nethedeigh
Massey Avenue
Belfast, BT4 2JP
Tel: 028 9052 9425 (ext: 29425)
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